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ABSTRACT 

The power of interactive computing and especially 
of APL is already well recognized. Some limitations 
and inconveniences of processing a job through batch 
can at least partially be offset by providing a similar 
processing capability for O.S. jobs from an APL terminal. 
This paper describes such a facility. The system, called 
RJE/RJO, is first described from the APL user's point of 
view. The later portion of the paper discusses the system 
design and implementation. The facility, which has satis-
fied the needs of a number of users, has been used under 
APL/360 and is currently being used under APLSV. 

The APL/360 system at the author's 
installation was modified in early 1973 
to give the capability of RJE/RJO to an 
APL user. Remote Job Entry (RJE) enables 
the APL user to submit any type of job to 
the computer while Remote Job Output 
(RJO) facilitates the retrieval of the 
output of a job. Additional features 
are provided to route the job output to 
any printer attached to the system and 
to purge the output. 

Though the facility was designed for 
APL/360 version 1, level 0 running on MFT, 
it has run successfully without any modi-
fications on APL/360 version 1, level 1 
running on both MFT and MVT. Essentially 
the same modifications are applied to 
APLSV version 1, level 0 and level 1 
running on VS2 Rel. 1.6 and are running 
satisfactorily. 

This paper describes this RJE/RJO 
interface with APL from both the APL 
user's as well as from the system's point 
of view. 

1.0 RJE/RJO and the APL User: 
Usually, the following processes are 

involved, from the user's point of view, 
in running a job through batch: 

a. keypunching of the card deck, 
b. reading this card deck through 

the card reader and 
c. obtaining the printed output. 

The RJE/RJO system simulates the roles of 
a keypunch, card reader and printer on an 
APL terminal to facilitate the job entry 
and retrieval. 



The 'card deck' may be built as an 
APL character vector. A good text editor 
is a must for this purpose and instead of 
duplicating the efforts of others, use of 
an existing editor is suggested; if the 
need be, a subset may be quickly formed 
(see Ref. 1). 

Several APL functions have been 
written to make the use of the RJE/RJO 
system easy. The precise definition of 
these functions is beyond the limits of 
the length of this paper; however, a 
brief description follows. See Reference 
2 for details. 

In order to be able to manipulate the 
output of a job through RJO and control 
functions, the user must know the HASP 
assigned job number and the account number 
and qualifier under which the job was sub-
mitted. Since the accounting information 
is likely to be a constant for any one 
particular user, it is set by the latent 
execution of the APL function JOBSECU. 
See Appendix Β which contains a typical 
user session that may occur from an APL 
terminal. 

1.1 RJE: 
The function SUBMIT enables the user 

to submit any type of job to the system. 
The syntax is: 

a - SUBMIT  JOB 

where JOB is a character vector containing 
the job to be submitted. The output may 
optionally be routed to the local printer 
at this point. The carriage returns in 
the variable JOB act as the 'card' sep-
arators. A 'card' may contain up to 80 
characters; if more are given the remain-
ing will be taken as the next 'card(s)'. 
Short 'cards' are automatically padded 
with blanks. 

The result of the function is a 
character vector containing either the 
HASP assigned job number or an error 
message. 

1.2 RJO: 
Two functions, PRINT and GETJOB, may 

be used to obtain the output of a job. 
The usage is as follows: 

PRINT  JOBNO 
R •*• GETJOB  JOBNO 

where JOBNO is an integer scaler or a 
vector. The first (or only) element 
represents the HASP assigned job number, 
the second element represents the DDB num-
ber (see below) from v/hich the output is 
to be'obtained and the third element 
represents the number of LINES to be 

skipped from the beginning of the specified 
DDB.* The default for DDB is 1 and that for 
LINES is 0. 

The term DDB (Data Definition Block) 
is defined as the output in the HASP syscem 
•log, JCL listings and the output associated 
with each SYSOUT type DD card. If that is 
not clear, perhaps the following example 
may help: 

// JOB  CARD 
// L'XFC  V''ki1CLZ 
fi?~H~;.rïsir:  :>ι * 

WÏ7TF  (6,10) 
1 0 FORMAT<  ' HELLO  ' ) 

SJT-f 
END 

The procedure FORTGCLG has three steps each 
with the following DD card: 

//SÏSPRINT  DD SïS0UT=A  . 

Therefore, following DDBs will exist for 
this job: 

DDB 1 - HASP system log 
DDB 2 - JCL listing 
DDB 3 - FORTRAN compiler output 
DDB 4 - Linkage Editor output 
DDB 5 - Output of GO or execution 

step (in our example the 
line "HELLO") 

PRINT outputs the entire job on the 
terminal with no limitations whatsoever 
on the number of lines printed. GETJOB 
retrieves as much of the output as can fit 
in one quarter of the empty part of the 
workspace; this output may then be manipu-
lated in APL. 

1.3 Control : 

The control function ROUTE enables 
the user to route the output of a job to 
any of the printers connected to the 
system. The syntax is 

R •*· DEV  ROUTE  JOBNO 

where DEV is the character string speci-
fying the desired printer device and JOBNO 
is the HASP assigned job number. 

The user can get rid of the output of 
a job by using the function PURGE; thus, 

R *• PURGE  JOBNO 

where JOBNO is the HASP assigned job 
number. 

1.4 Basic RJE/RJO Function: 

All the above functions call the 
locked in function RJERJO. This is a 
basic function which may be used by the 
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more sophisticated users to write their 
own RJE/RJO packages to meet their special 
needs. The function definition is: 

V r. - ht.' Ε ñ J  0 Ar j 
: : : F ' η I Anj 

where η is the i-beam number assigned by 
the installation. For details see Refer-
ence 2. 

2 . 0 System Design: 
The design is split into two parts: 
I. Interface with HASP to allow 

RJE/RJO through any OS job. 
II. Integration of the above facility 

into APL. 

c. Issue the SVC written for RJE/RJO 
(call it RJEOSVC) with RCB as a 
parameter (RPUT macro). 

d. RJEOSVC makes HASP act as a pseudo 
card reader. 

e. If that was not the last card, go 
to step b. 

f. Release the RJE/RJO path (RCLOSE 
macro). 

g. The job has been submitted; a 
field in the RCB reflects the job 
number assigned by HASP. 

h. The job may now run in an initi-
ator, say Ij, and follow the 
usual path. 

2.1 HASP Interface: 
The communication between HASP and 

an OS job is achieved through a specially 
written supervisor callable routine (SVC) 
which is link edited with HASP. This SVC 
enables any OS job to submit card images 
to HASP (RJE) and retrieve images of 
printed lines (RJO). In addition, using 
this SVC, any OS job may either purge the 
output of any other OS job or route it to 
any printer attached to the system. If 
the output of a job is routed to the fic-
titious RJO printer, it stays in the sys-
tem for eighteen hours (which is set at 
HASPGEN time) after which it is auto-
matically printed on the local main 
printer. 

Several macros have been written to 
make the use of the RJE/RJO SVC easy from 
ASSEMBLER. (As well, routines callable 
from higher level languages are also 
available.) 

The original modifications for HASP 
3.1 were obtained from Iowa State Univer-
sity (see Ref. 4). These were further 
debugged. The changes to HASP 4.0 are 
based on the same idea but are signifi-
cantly different both in logic and con-
tents (see Ref. 5). 

2.1.1 Flow of RJE: 
Let us assume that an OS job 

scheduled in initiator I n is going to 
do RJE (see Fig. 1). It will do the 
following: 

a. Construct a Remote Control Block 
(RCB) and obtain an RJE/RJO path 
(ROPEN macro). 

b. Load the address of a card image 
to be submitted into the RCB. 

2.1.2 Flow of RJO: 
Now let us assume that the job in 

initiator I n wants to retrieve the output 
of some other job whose HASP assigned job · 
number, account number and account quali-
fier are known (see Fig. 2). 

The following things will occur: 
a. Construct an RCB and obtain an 

RJE/RJO path; the RCB contains 
the job number and security words 
(ROPEN macro). 

b. Load the RCB with the address of 
an area where a line of output 
should be inserted by HASP. 
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c. Issue RJEOSVC with RCB as a pa-
rameter (RGET macro). 

d. RJEOSVC makes HASP act like a 
pseudo printer. 

e. If that was not the last line 
go to step b. 

f. Release the RJE/RJO path (RCLOSE 
macro). 

g. The output has been obtained 
thus achieving RJO. 

2.1.3 Control : 
The process of controlling the desti-

nation of job output is very similar to 
RJO. The following steps take place: 

a. Construct an RCB and obtain an 
RJE/RJO path; the RCB contains 
the job number and security 
words (ROPEN macro). 

b. Issue RJEOSVC with RCB as a pa-
rameter. The RCB reflects the 
type of control {RASK macro). 

c. RJEOSVC makes HASP act as a 
pseudo console so that the con-
trol requests are honoured. 

d. Release the RJE/RJO path (RCLOSE 
macro). 

2.2 APL Interface: 
2.2.1 Problems : 
a. Swapping - without a proper inter-

face, APL may swap the workspace s 
in the middle of the RJE and/or 
RJO operation and leave the APL 
user as well as the system hang-
ing . 

b. Code conversion between EBCDIC 
and Ζ code (see Appendix A). 

c. APL does the memory management 
for its workspaces in a com-
pletely non O.S. fashion (with 
a good reason, of course). 

d. Synchronization - RJE/RJO has to 
be tied to a single workspace and 
must be tuned to fit into APL 
without affecting the performance 
of the other APL terminals. 

e. Protection - the RJE/RJO inter-
face must preserve system integ-
rity so that one user may not 
clobber APL or the entire system. 

2.2.2 Objectives: 
a. As minimum modification to APL 

as possible. 
b. The design should be modular so 

that a virgin IBM supplied APL 
system may be obtained very 
easily. 

c. APL and system performance should 
not be degraded. 

2.2.3 APL Modifications: 
Following is a list of all the modi-

fications (see Ref. 6): 
A. Only one module in APL, namely 

EXCEINTF, is modified to provide 
an additional dyadic i-beam to do 
RJE/RJO. 

B. Copy code APLRJE is inserted into 
the APL macro library. This code, 
determines: 
a. a unique x-beam number for 

RJE/RJO, 
b. the maximum number of con-

current RJE/RJO paths, 
c. inclusion or suppression of 

the code to support RJE/RJO 
and 

d » the APL system being used, 
namely APL/360 or APLSV. 
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C. A new CSECT callea RJERJO is 
added. 

2.2.4 Flow in APL (see. Ref. 6, 7 and 
8) : 

All dyadic i-beams enter the CSECT 
EXCEINTF. When EXCLINTF determines the 
x-beam to be of the RJE/RJO type, it 
simply branches to the CSECT RJERJO. 
This branch instruction may be changed 
to NOP (no operation) to obtain a virgin 
IBM APL without bringing the system or 
even APL down. 

The APL supervisor handles the swap-
ping of workspaces and it is the super-
visor's responsibility to make sure that 
the proper workspace is in the proper 
memory slot when control is given to any 
CSECT in the APL interpreter which 
handles the APL primitives. Since dyadic 
i-beams are APL primitives, the mere fact 
that the RJERJO module (through EXCEINTF) 
got control signifies that proper work-
space communication is established. This 
solves the seemingly difficult problem of 
swapping. 

The salient points of the RJERJO 
CSECT, in very general terms, are as 
follows : 

a. The Remote Control Block Area 
(RCBA) is constructed in memory 
(see Fig. 3) and not in the 
swappable area. RCBA contains 
several Remote Control Blocks 
(RCB) and the associated buffers 
(RCBIBUF). RCBs are not associ-
ated with terminals. A terminal 
wishing to do RJE or RJO obtains 
an RCB from the RCBA which is 
then associated with that termi-
nal for the duration of that RJE 
or RJO operation. 

b. During RJE, a card image from 
the workspace is brought into 
RCBIBUF for submission to HASP. 
Similarly, during RJO, RCBiBUF 
receives a line of output which 
is then transferred to the work-
space. 

c. If HASP is unable to act on the 
request, control is voluntarily 
given to the APL supervisor 
which may swap the workspace 
issuing the request. Since 
HASP is working with RCBIBUF 
which is in the non-swappable 
area, it will not affect the 
system. 

d. The instruction at MQCELL is ex-
ecuted to govern the quantum end 
at strategic points. This guards 
against the possibility of RJERJO 
monopolizing computer time. 

Status Byte 

Fig. 3s Remote Control Block 
Area (RCBA) 

3.0 Conclusions : 
a. The system has been in production 

since May 1973 and seems to 
satisfy a number of users. 

b. The entire code required for 
RJE/RJO, including the translate 
tables and three RJE/RJO paths 
used at the author's installation, 
takes about 2400 (decimal) bytes. 
Each RJE/RJO path requires 176 
(decimal) bytes. Since the 
RJE/RJO paths are dynamically 
allocated to the terminals, the 
size of the RJE/RJO facility does 
not depend upon the number of 
terminals attached to the APL 
system. 

c. The transfer of modifications 
from one level to another of APL 
has been completely transparent 
in the past. This illustrates 
the modularity of the design. 

d. The transfer from one APL system 
to another (namely APL/360 to 
APLSV) was essentially painless 
and straightforward. 

e. All the code is controllable under 
conditional assembly and if ever 
a conflict arises with IBM as to 
where a possible bug lies, virgin 
IBM APL can be obtained extreme-
ly easily. It might be interest-
ing to note that so far there has 
been no need to use this facility. 
(Could it be that the mere exis-
tence of such a facility is 
enough to suppress any doubts?) 
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f. The interface does not degrade 
APL performance. In other words 
other APL users are not sacri-
ficed or penalized for the user 
doing RJE/RJO. 

4.0 Further Work: 

B. Kaye, and others should also be men-
tioned. Thanks are due to Mrs. A. Stocek 
for typing the manuscript. Every system 
programmer has to work night after night 
- the consequent burden placed on the 
family is great. Th^ '.east I "an do 
towards this end is t¿ thank -y wife. 
Sarita, and children, Anaya and Anuj. 

It is planned to add a facility in 
HASP which will enable any OS job to ob-
tain various types of job status reports. 
Extending this facility to APL is an 
obvious step. 

It is the author's opinion that even 
though the APL interface is based on the 
particular HASP modifications, the con-
cepts of the interface aro modular and 
general enough so that they can be ex-
tended to handle different types of HASP 
RJE/RJO systems. For example, it would 
be a simple matter to use an internal 
reader for RJE. An access method (or a 
separate subroutine) is needed for RJO. 
Some work may be done in this area. 
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APPENDIX A 

APL to EBCDIC and EBCDIC to APL Code Conversion 

APL: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
EBCDIC: . 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

APL : ABCDEFGHIJ  KLM  fl OPQRSTUVWXYZ 
EBCDIC: A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 

APL: u £ Π £ U Π £ ¿ £i 2 C £ S S s Π Π Π 2 
EBCDIC: a b e d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z 

APL: C ] ( ) ; / \ " + - * | λ < = > * α e , .' Φ ? ~ _ . 
EBCDIC: ( ) ( ) ; / % " + - * ) & < = > I 9 Í , Í $ ? 

Notes : i. In addition, the following mapping takes place: 
APL EBCDIC 
η multiple punch of 0-2-8 (hexadecimal E0) 
new line or carriage return multiple punch of 11-5-9 (hexadecimal 15) 
blank blank 

ii. While converting from EBCDIC to APL, the hexadecimal bytes DD, EE, FF and FE 
map into °, o and [S respectively. 

iii. All other APL characters map into EBCDIC space. 
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APPENDIX Β 

A Sample of APL RJE/RJO Session 
Note: Comments have been added using the same goof ball which was used for this note. 

)U235 
029 ) 10,02.uc 02/2E/75 GUJAF. 

.APL . S V  . 

)L0AD PJEAPLSV 
SAVED  16. »¿0.13 0 2·' 27/75 
= TYPE  JOB  SECURITY  CHARACTERS  : ΙΙΙΙΙΜΗ 

3A!'PLEJ03 
//SAMPLE  JOB  1 »-235 ,ZRSOt ,GUJAR  tCLASS = Q // STffC r^ErGCLG 

ffllîT (6,10) 
FORMAT  (' FROM  RJE/RJO  ') 

I typed: 4235ZRS0 
* Just to control the width 
- An APL variable containing a job 

10 
STOP 
EVD 

SU3MIT  SAMPLEJ03 
>JOB  6 781 OU  RJERJO1 

SUBMIT  SAMPLEJ03 
>J0B  6 78 2 OH  P.J  EP, J  01 

Ρ Rill Τ 6781 
o J  OB 6 7 81 -- 110Τ READY  FOR  OUTPUT 

PR HIT  6781 

Submission of the job 
•*• Submission of the job 
·*· Print the entire output 

•*• Print the entire output 

HASP JOB LOG 

Φ10.04.34 JOB  6781 -- SAMPLE  -- BEGINNING  EXEC  - IlUT  5 - CLASS 0 
φΐ0 .05.18 J03  6781 END  EXECUTION.  *• I hit "ATTENTION" 

PRINT[15] 
PRIHT  6781 2 

//SAMPLE  JOB  * 1+235 ,ZRS0' ,GUJAR,CLASS=Q 
1/ EXEC  FORTGCLG 
XXFORTGCLG  PROC  RC-10QK,RL=9&K,RG-ΊOK 
XXFORT  EXEC  PGM=IE  Y FORT  .REGION  = *RC 
IEF&S3I  SUBSTITUTION  JCL  - PGM-IE.YFORT,  REGI Oll-1 00Ä 
XXSYSPRIÎ1T  DD SYSOUT-A 

PRINTí  15] 
PRI UT  6 781 3 

0001 
0002 10 
0003 
0004 

WRITE  (6,10) 
FORMA  Τ (' 
STOP 
END 

+· Start printing from the 2nd DDB 
JOB  6781 
00000010 

UNBCC  MAY  73 00000020 
00000030 

Print from the 3rd line of the 3rd DDB 
•HELLO  FROM  RJE/RJO  ') 

PRINT  CIS] 
PRH1T  6781 5 

HELLO  FROM  RJE/RJO· 

oLAST AVAILABLE  LIUE  SENT 

Start printing from the 5th DDB 
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y RI:: ι 67si 4 10 Print from the 10th line of the 4th DDB 

CONTROL  SECTION 

NAME  ORIGIN  LENGTH 
LOCATION  NAME  LOCATIO, 

MAIN 
IHCECOMH* 

a:· 
14Û 

13-4 
F61 

10 8 6 
IRC 

PRINT[15] 
PRINT  6 781 10 

ΟLAST  AVAILABLE  LINE  SENT 

PRINT  9 999 
oJOB  9999 -- NOT  LOCATABLE 

pA-GETJOB  6781 2 20 
5003 

ENTRY 

NAME  LOCATION  NAME  LOCATION  NAME 

13 COM* 140 FDICCS* 1FC  INTSWTCH 

Print from the 10th DDB 

Print the output of the job 9999 

Get the output from 2 0th line of 2nd DDB 

=000 = 00 2 ,£/Λ'£· = 00009 0 = •*• The first line in "A" 

STEP\F0RT ..ΕFFEC  ΤI VE  RUN  TIME  : 0.5 6 
INITIATED  AT 10 04.39 ON  28/FEB/7  5 ; CPU*0 4 0 SECS i VIRTUAL  CORE: REQUESTED*12ÔK, 

USED=12BK... 
.10COUNT  : RDR=6, 

OTHER-0 
PR?=23 , PUN  =0, DISK*2, TAPE-0. FORMS, 

GETJOB  6781 3 
=>LAST  AVAILABLE  LINE  HAS  BEEN  OBTAINED 

+ I hit "ATTENTION" 
•*· Get the output starting from the 3rd DDB 

1 FORTRAN  IV  G LEVEL  21 
PAGE  0001 

00 01 WRITE  (5, 
000 2 10 FORMAT 
JOBSECU 

sTYPE  JOB  SECURITY  CHARACTERS  χ 
oJOB  SECURITY  CHARACTERS  ARE 7 

ACCOUNT  QUALIFIER 
vTYPE  JOB  SECURITY  CHARACTERS  : 

PURGE  67 01 
=>J0B  6 7 81 -- SECURITY  REJECT 

'LOCAL' ROUTE  6781 
sTYPE  SECURITY  WORD:  ftfWKPUIHX 
T>J0B  6781 -- SECURITY  REJECT 

JOBSECU 
ζ,ΤΥΡΕ  JOB  SECURITY  CHARACTERS  ι 

»LOCAL'  ROUTE  6781 
z>0K 

PURGE  6 78 2 
oOK 

)0FF 
029 10.20.33 02/28/75 GUJ 
CONNECTED  0.17.52 TO DATE 
CPU  TIME  0.00.05 TO DATE 

MAIN DATE  - 75059 10/04/42 

10) 
- I hit "ATTENTION" 
«- Change the job security characters 

nfDlHïIXRM * 1 typed a carriage return 
HE  ACCOUNT  NUMBER  FOLLOWED  BY FIRST  FOUR  CHARACTERS  OF  THE 

WXBMBRSa 

nannuRsa 

«· I typed: 12345678 
• Purge the output 

• Route the output to the local printer 
I typed: ABCDABCD 

*• Change the job security characters 
I typed: 42352RS0 

-«- Route the output 

Purge the output 

128.45.29 
0.21.44 
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APPENDIX C 
APL Functions Used For RJE/RJO 

7SUSHI  Ti 
7 R-s υ β::ι τ jo -,J03-,sl 

Cl 3 B+'oJCL  CARDS  MISSING1 
[2] -0«\(zJ03)ïSl-(JC3~  ,JC)  i '/ ' 
[3 3 +0K*\SL*1 
[4] GO :R*-RJERJ0<  SL- 1 )iJ03 
C 5 3 -0 
[63 0K:-*Gl*  \SL*3 
[7] IL :t?-' = ' J  (5L-1 )"J0S  ) , ' -Tc ILLEGAL 

DEVICE·,  "RJO11  ASSl'!:SD 

C83 -0 
[93 Gl :-+G0* ι*/ ' RJO  ' = 3 -JOB 
[13 3 -IL*\~(A/ 'PRINTER  ' = *» -JOB  ) ν ( Λ ¡ < PRT 

0 1 =LriJ0B)v·/  * LOCAL ' -l^JOi 
[113 R+RJERJO  'tR 

• , (SL-1)^JOB 
7 

vptfimznv 
7 PRINT  ARG-,JOB;  DDB·, LIN·,  RJO·,  DD 

[13 JOB^AÄC, 0 0 
C 2] DDB-+HUHTOCHR  JOB[23 
[33 L1N+-11UMT0CHR  JOB  [ 3 3 
[Ό JOB+UUMTOCHR  J03ll~\ 
[53 NXT\RJ0*-RJERJ0  JOS  , 1 ' , , ' ' 

,0£>F  , ' ' yLIN 
[63 tRJO 
[73 RJ0-((.DD-1  )*RJO),  ' 

',{DD+RJOx  »S1)±RJ0 
[ 8 ] -C 
[9 3 * = 1 tRJO  ) Λ ( ' :> ' = ( 

~ 21tRJO  ) [13) 
[103 Lin*-~it~i+RJ0 
[11] DDB*-~_ 13+ 16 i RJO 
[12 3 RJ0--  21+ RJO 
[13] SKP-.H"*  » <e.RJ0)/LD 
[14 3 ••< (.DD*-RJ0\  ' « ' )-l)\RJ0  , « 

[153 RJO-DDVRJO 
[16] -*SKP 
[17] L£>:-•( ' = 1 (.RJO  ) ν Ο ' eOflJO  )/NXT 

7 
7 P-«-PÍ//?GE JO 

[1] R-RJERJO  ' C ' , ( NUMTOCHR  JO),' 

7 

7 R+CHRTONUM  CHA 
[1] J?*iOi( '0123^567 89' iC/M)-l 

7 
7DÄÖP0SCC3V 

7 P-*-£>POPOS £7íM 
[13 R+i+ZiRxOtR+'O' =CHA)*CHA 

7 

7 R+-NUUTOCHR  t'.UM 
[1 ] -+0* i0*0\0pS-.7í/M 
[23 R+DROPQS  '0123456789*[l+( 

30pl0)TtfWí3 
7 

^össvesr:]? 
7 Ä^Sf ΓΥ33 ¿ = 7 ; /Î 

[13 A-ARG, 0 C 
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